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‘Hungry For Asian Islam’
to promote progressive Islam in Asia—and
even less to help advance the liberal Islamic
AMMAN, Jordan—As the Bush adminis- tendencies manifest in Indonesia, for example, beyond that country’s borders. But a
tration continues to puzzle over Middle
pending bill in Congress manifests a heightEast reform, a clear example of success
ened appraisal of the importance of Asian
might just be a Malaysian greasy spoon
Islamic culture to the region. Among other
in the desert kingdom of Jordan.
stipulations, the bill allocates
The waiters at the Al-Rumodest funds to support
faqa dinette in downtown Am“moderation and tolerance”
man serve more than green
How Asia’s
within Indonesian Muslim
tea and samosas. They’re miscommunities. What’s more, it
sionaries on behalf of a MaMuslims can
calls for the exportation of
laysian cleric, Sheikh Ashaari
influence the
Indonesian ideals regionMuhammad, whose preachwide: “The Committee recogand-fry restaurant and gift
Middle East.
nizes the significant achieveshop has franchises as far
ments of the Indonesian peowest as Syria, Egypt and
ple in consolidating and strengthening their
soon, Iraq. It isn’t so much the content of
democratic processes and institutions, and
Sheikh Ashaari’s controversial take on Islam—purveyed in books and pamphlets dis- believes this experience should be widely
shared with other Islamic countries.”
played beside the dining hall—that bodes
well for Arab Muslim societies; it’s the fact
Such initiatives are crucial, judging
a growing number of patrons appear curifrom moderate Muslim leaders in Indoneous enough to take it in.
sia who lament their own government’s
“Asian Islam is pluralistic, tolerant
disinclination to pursue a like-minded poland antiextremist,” says Jordanian cleric
icy. “There’s a reason Indonesian Islamic
Mustafa Abu Rumman. Mr. Rumman
pluralism and tolerance don’t get similarly
preaches at a government-controlled
exported,” says Jakarta-based Islamic Unimosque across the street from a Kenversity rector Azyumardi Azra, one of
tucky Fried Chicken in the West Amman
Southeast Asia’s most prominent Mussuburb of Swayfiya.
lim liberals. “Our government
“Arabs are tired
doesn’t finance such proof militant
ideologies
and hungry
for an alternative. If the
largest Islamic movements of Malaysia and Indonesia
started sharing their teachings with Arabs
the way Sheikh
Ashaari does, they
would find many
followers and friends
here.”
In my travels through
the region over the past
three months, I’ve heard
grams because Indonesia is not an Islamic
this view echoed by civic and spiritual
state.” Nor have homegrown grass-roots
leaders—from quietists to militants—
efforts filled the government’s void—perspanning Saudi Arabia, the Gulf States
haps due in part to the formidable lanand the Mediterranean. Even a turbaned
guage and cultural barriers separating
champion of the Iraqi insurgency, former
much of Asia from the Arab world.
Saddam Hussein confidante Sheikh Abd
Nonetheless, Mr. Azra felt the need to
al-Latif al-Humayyim, told me in Novemimpart his country’s ideals to Arab Musber that he has his eye on the Muslim
lim intellectuals. Back in April, he travEast. “After the Americans depart,” he
said confidently, “Iraqis will look to mod- eled to Alexandria, Egypt and addressed
the Cairo Center for Human Rights Studels in Malaysia, Indonesia and India to
ies on how Indonesian Muslims effectry and resolve our problems. These extively reconcile Islam and democracy. A
emplars are crucial to the future of Iraq.”
month later, he flew to Amman and
What kind of effect will Asia’s Islamic
urged a Jordanian policy conference to
influence have on Arab lands? That delearn more about Jakarta’s example of
pends on the institutions and networks
peaceable political Islam. His ideas had
put in place to bridge the disparate culpotential to win broad audiences in both
tures. Until now, it’s been Saudi and Iracountries; both Egypt and Jordan are
nian coffers pouring money and manstill reeling from al Qaeda suicide bombpower into madrassas, fostering a hardings, which claimed scores of local civilline Islamist bent. But the beginnings of
ian lives and provoked a popular backa more moderate trend are forming—and
lash. But it’s unclear whether Mr. Azra’s
a nudge from the U.S. may prove vital to
the effort.
America has done relatively little so far
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“I don't need anything...
I just missed you.”

David Gothard

By Joseph Braude

hit-and-run lectures to policy circles
trickled down to the clerical elite, let
alone the Arab street.
Contrast Mr. Azra’s brief visits with the
long-term relations forged by Sheikh
Ashaari, the Malaysian cleric and restaurateur. The jury is out on whether Sheikh
Ashaari’s brand of Islam represents the
best of what Asia has to offer. His movement was banned by Kuala Lumpur in 1994
on allegations of “deviationist teachings.”
(He allegedly claimed to have held personal
dialogues with the spirit of the prophet Muhammad, for example.) Still, mainstream
Asian religious leaders could learn something from his outreach strategies.
Beginning in the 1980s, Sheikh
Ashaari sent small delegations of young
Malaysian followers into the Middle East
to study Arabic, befriend the local population and build long-term spiritual bonds.
The missions were largely self-sustaining, with the Sheikh’s young emissaries
staffing the restaurant chain and other
businesses alongside their studies. Some
of the brightest students returned to Malaysia and translated the Sheikh’s writings into Arabic for dissemination.
Sheikh Ashaari’s grass-roots Arab outreach has proven that, against tough
odds, Asian Muslims can reach deep into
Arab societies and win followers and
friends. In the struggle to
counter Saudi- and Iranianbacked extremist teachings, the Sheikh’s
model could
be appropriated and customized, on
a grand
scale, by
the largest
Muslim
movements
in Asia:
Spreading
liberal Islam in
the Middle East
is a vital step toward countering the
roots of Islamist militancy in the Far East and beyond.
Any concerted push for a westward flow
of Muslim ideals from Asia will find natural
allies not only in Asia but also in the U.S.
and across the Arab world. Malaysian
Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi, who advocates the quietist teachings of “Islam
Hadhari,” now serves as chairman of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, an
umbrella group of 57 mostly Muslim nations. He could use his position to press for
exchange programs that bring large numbers of Asian clerics to Arab Muslim seminaries—and students from Arab countries
to Islamic institutions in Asia. Such an approach would be consistent with the keen
interest Mr. Abdullah expressed in a speech
last year to export these principles to “Pakistan, India, the Middle East, Jeddah, Dubai,
England, New Zealand and many other
places I have spoken on Islam Hadhari.”
Former Indonesian President Abdurrahman Wahid, a leader of his country’s
30 million-strong spiritual movement,
the Nahdatul Ulama, influences a vast
network of progressive Islamic boarding
schools, pesantren, in Java and beyond.
This formidable base of education could
have a profound mark on countries to its
west—if it’s sufficiently focused on building the language, media and networking
competencies necessary to reach out to
Arab Muslims at the grass roots.
But the chances of success without
widespread institutional support are
slim. As an eccentric Malaysian sheikh
has shown, Arab societies are as hungry
for Asian Islam as they are for Asian
fried dishes. For the sake of tolerance
and pluralism, perhaps it’s time more
spiritual leaders from the East joined
him in the Asian hospitality business.
Mr. Braude is a columnist for The New Republic and author of “The New Iraq” (Basic Books, 2003).
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A Half-Century of
Writers Thinking
Out Loud
Why do we read author interviews? Is it
not enough that a writer has told a story
well, moving us or making us laugh? Must
we also go snooping into his private life, interrogating him, picking over his “stuff,” as
Julian Barnes once put it? A great many
writers, though they enjoy the interview attention, deplore the inquiry into their routines and habits, the reduction (as they see
it) of their work to a mere corollary of their
personal story. Part way into a conversation

The Paris Review Interviews, Vol. 1
Introduction by Philip Gourevitch
(Picador, 528 pages, $16)
with George Plimpton of the Paris Review
literary magazine, Ernest Hemingway put
his displeasure in no uncertain terms.
“Doesn’t this sort of talk bore you?” he
asked. “This backyard literary gossip while
washing out the dirty clothes of thirty-five
years ago is disgusting to me.”
And yet, as “The Paris Review Interviews”
reveals, there is an art to the interview and a
value to what it brings. The interview series
has been running as long as the magazine
has been in print—i.e., 53 years—and serves
as a kind of public record. Who would have
remembered that P.G. Wodehouse was Vanity
Fair’s drama critic, or that Hemingway spent
a year taking cello lessons, or that New
Yorker editor Harold Ross had a mean streak
about secretaries? “Plugs,” James M. Cain remembers Ross calling them, and he did not
mean it as a compliment.
This “backyard literary gossip” is not always trivial and certainly not boring. In
the best interviews, the exchange of question and answer brings the authors to life,
as if their voices had been recorded. Interviewer: “What then would you say is the
source of most of your work?” Dorothy
Parker: “Need of money, dear.” Interviewer:
“Do you feel as though you’re up there
without a net under you?” Kurt Vonnegut:
“And without a balancing pole, either. It
gives me the heebie-jeebies sometimes.”
Although these interviews don’t tell us
that much about literary works, they may
reveal something of the authors themselves.
T.S. Eliot is jovial and has cats on the brain.
Jorge Luis Borges, as inquisitive as his puzzle-box stories might suggest, is one of the
only subjects who questioned the interviewer. Billy Wilder, who was born in a
town in present-day Poland, confesses to a
sense of outsiderness: “Everything was new
to me when I arrived in America, so I
looked closely.” From his interview comments, he clearly never lost the habit.
Wilder’s inclusion here might seem
slightly off the beaten path, except that he
was of course an artful screenwriter, of
“Sunset Blvd.,” “Some Like It Hot” and
other Hollywood gems. Movies come up often in this collection, including in a conversation with Joan Didion, who was asked by
Robert De Niro to write a scene for a movie
with no dialogue in it.
The movie subtheme is apt. Authors
work in solitude, often against the grain of
a culture that values the images drawn from
books more than the books themselves. In
conversation, a writer can briefly reverse
this arrangement by becoming the star of
his own drama, even if the interview reaffirms an essential smallness. Elizabeth
Bishop recounts a story about a Brazilian
market where a vegetable man she knew
asked a friend about her: “Wasn’t that Dona
Elizabetchy’s picture in the paper yesterday?” Yes, her friend replied, Bishop had
just won the Pulitzer Prize. The vegetable
man shook his head. “You know, it’s amazing!” Just last week, he said, another shopper had entered a contest. “She took a
chance on a bicycle and she won! My customers are so lucky!”
Mr. Freeman is president of the National
Book Critics Circle.

